Topic to Search: The use of goblins and mythological figures and weird demons on me-
dieval cathedrals: Why? What did they represent? Why on a religious building?? I 
see them on both gothic and romanesque cathedrals.

Words or Ideas to Use:

- medieval or mediaeval
- goblins, mythological, demons
- cathedrals, churches, duomo
- religious, dark ages
- sculpture, roofs, towers

Type of Search Resource: Online, then Printed (see below)
Name of Resource: Dictionary of Art
Date Consulted: February 2, 2018

Exact phrases and queries tried:

Phrase/Query: **medieval** in online database index.
Did it Work: Didn't work but I saw medieval art heading. I don't know why it didn't work; I 
saw it in headings but not on list of links.
How Useful: Results were not useful at all (uhh, because there were none).

Phrase/Query: **medieval** as alphabetical entry in printed version.
Did it Work: Somewhat worked; found entries but too general, too many topics to cover
How Useful: Results were not pertinent, but interesting

Phrase/Query: **medieval** in index of printed version, looking for other entries that re-
lated to medieval.
Did it Work: This worked because it led me to gargoyles, which I hadn't thought of. Ar-
ticle did not answer my topic directly, but had good leads like Sheridan & Ross Garg-
oyles & Grotesques, Bridaham's Gargoyles, Chimeres, etc.
How Useful: Results were useful. About friggin' time.
Initial Impression:

GAVE A WHOLE LOT OF INFORMATION ABOUT GARGOYLES AND THE OTHER KINDS OF MONSTERS PORTRAYED ON MEDIEVAL CHURCHES AND CATHEDRALS.

LOTZ OF GOOD PICTURES, BOTH THE FAMILIAR ONES LIKE AT NOTRE DAME AND CHARTRES, BUT ALSO OTHERS FROM ROMANESQUE CHURCHES IN NORTHERN ITALY (INCLUDING A STRANGE HERMAPHRODITE ONE)

NOT IN GREAT DETAIL ON MY QUESTION, BUT BASICALLY SAID THAT SOME THINK THE "MONSTERS" WERE THERE TO SHOW THE DANGERS OF THE WORLD OUTSIDE THE REFUGE OF THE CHURCH BUILDING, AND BY ANALOGY, OF THE WORLD OUTSIDE THE CHURCH (P. 32). OTHERS THINK THAT THE GARGOYLES WERE THERE TO PROTECT IT, OR WERE JUST PAGAN LEFTOVERS TO SATISFY POPULAR PUBLIC TASTE. (BUT I'M BEGINNING TO DOUBT THAT).

OVERALL, A GOOD SOURCE, WITH A USEFUL BIBLIOGRAPHY. *** GOT 2 MORE SOURCES FROM THERE!

…which Jane might have also chosen to record if she had found them; or she might record the other lead from the Dictionary of Art (the Sheridan & Ross book).